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Specific subject areas in social studies, sciences, literacy, numeracy,
health and well-being will be touched upon depending on the chosen
theme of each group. 

Summary of session

Learning outcomes

I can communicate my thoughts and share knowledge in a suitable way
to my audience.
I can confidently talk about an aspect of local history.
I understand my role in a team and the role of others.

Curriculum Links

Resources needed

Introduction video for Session 6: Museum Masters
Space for the pupils to present their outputs

Activities included in this session:

Welcoming an audience

Displaying or presenting research

Providing and receiving feedback 



Session breakdown

Use the introduction video to summarise, and support the pupils'
expectations of, this session.

Introduction

Welcoming an audience

Displaying or presenting research

Gathering feedback 

Make sure the pupils know how they will introduce their output to their
visitors, how will they be welcomed and what can visitors expect to
discover? 

Will the pupils allow their visitors to explore a display, or have they
prepared a talk or presentation? Perhaps they've created a guide or
treasure hunt of some kind. Either way, the visitors should understand
what story they're being told. 

Before visitors move onto the next output, can they collect some
feedback? Finding out what a visitor has learned, or if they enjoyed the
experience is an important part of working in museums. 

Conclusion

Next time...

The project is almost over, but there's one last thing we need to do. It's
time to reflect on what we've learned, the ways we've grown and how
we might continue to improve. 

The pupils have done something incredible. They've gone from discovering what a museum is to
being able to provide a "museum experience" to an audience. They've gained knowledge of
local history, discovered ways of researching it, developed skills in object handling,
interpretation, summarising and so much more. They've used their creativity to present findings
and have shared stories with an audience. This is HUGE. 

Congratulations!


